Exploring the Trend of New Zealand Housing Prices to Support Sustainable Development
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Abstract: The New Zealand housing sector is experiencing rapid growth that boosts the national economy but also results in the loss of valuable resources. In line with the growth, the housing market for both residential and business purposes has been booming, as have house prices. To sustain the housing development, it is critical to accurately monitor and predict housing prices so as to support the decision-making process in housing sector. This study is devoted to applying a mathematical method to predict housing prices. The forecasting performance of two types of models: ARIMA and multiple linear regression analysis are compared. The ARIMA and regression models are developed based on a training-validation sample method. The results show that the ARIMA model generally performs better than the regression model. However, the regression model explores, to some extent, the significant correlations between house prices in New Zealand and the macro-economic conditions.
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1. Introduction

As climate change has become a hot issue, many countries begun to pay greater attention to sustainable development. Sustainable urban development includes sustainability in social, economic, and environmental facets [1-3]. As one of the most critical sectors in urban development, housing construction is one of the largest consumers of resources (e.g., water, mineral, and fossil fuel) and one of the largest producers of pollution. Therefore, it potentially plays an important role in sustainability. In New Zealand, the housing sector is experiencing rapid growth that is boosting the national economy, while also resulting in the loss of valuable resources. Following the growth, the housing market for both residential and business purposes has been booming, as have house prices, especially in Auckland [4]. In fact, the uncontrollable housing prices may have a negative effect on the long-term macro-economic development. For example, the rapid increase in housing prices may attract more property investment, which may create property bubbles, waste valuable resources, and make houses unaffordable for citizens. The stretched housing valuations can lead to an overbuild of housing that wastes resources and increases household indebtedness, which decreases wealth. According to [5], the further expansion of the building sector beyond the adaptive capacity of the economy may waste resources.

Furthermore, housing prices in New Zealand, especially in Auckland, are amongst the highest in the world. As the largest city in New Zealand, Auckland currently has significant housing affordability challenges [6]. The affordability issue for first-time buyers strongly impacts the quality of life in urban populations. In addition, the housing market plays an important role in New Zealand’s economy and its financial system, and the ratio of the value of housing to total household assets is higher than in other advanced economies [7]. Housing debt is nearly 30 percent of the value of housing stock, and mortgages account for more than half of total bank lending in New Zealand; this poses a significant risk to the housing market and the New Zealand banking system [4]. This will
bring both financial imbalances in New Zealand’s economy and macro-economic effects from the correction of these imbalances.

Under such circumstances, it is meaningful to further explore the trend of housing prices in New Zealand. This study aims to provide an effective method to model the house prices in Auckland. The method will allow for properly monitoring housing prices to help assess the sustainability of the housing market and properly controlling the sector so as to improve the performance of the housing sector in sustainable urban development. Additionally, the method and analysis may assist government administration in better understanding the trend of housing prices in New Zealand so they can, accordingly, formulate policies on sustainable urban planning.

Both autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) and multiple linear regression (MLR) are applied to model the house price of Auckland and compare their forecasting performance to identify which model better fit the price trend. Owing to the merits of the ARIMA technique, it is preferred over structural models of residential property markets, particularly for short-term forecasts. The ARIMA model comprises three important components: the degree of integration (the number of differences requested to obtain a stationary series), lagged values of the variable of interest (the auto-regressive component), and lagged values of the error term (the moving average component) [8]. Furthermore, the multiple linear regression analysis can also help to explore the relationship between the house price in Auckland and the macro-economic indicators such as mortgage rate, employment and population.

The study is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the literature review. Section 3 introduces ARIMA forecasting methods and multiple linear regression analysis (MLR). The application of the ARIMA approach on Auckland housing prices is presented in Section 4. Section 5 illustrates the implementation of multiple regression analysis on Auckland house prices. The comparison of the two methods is presented in Section 6. The discussion and conclusion are shown in the final section.

2. Literature Review

2.1 Sustainability in Housing Construction

Housing sector plays a key role in the process of the nation’s economy and society. The housing construction is particularly significant within this context since it consumes a large amount of natural resources and produces waste [9]. In particular, building environment has great bearing on society’s capability to address sustainability issues through energy consumption, emission and waste generation [10]. There has therefore been an increasing need for sustainable development in this sector. While recognition of the importance of sustainable development, the demand is still relatively low in housing construction since the misconceptions of what is involved and required and lack of awareness [11, 12]. Therefore, it is necessary to provide a common concept of sustainable construction at least provide a clue to correctly monitor the construction to support sustainable development.

2.2 Housing Securities in Sustainable Urban Development

According to [13, 14], housing insecurity is one of the main challenges to achieve sustainable urban development. If the housing prices are unaffordable by most citizens, it is excruciating and significantly impacts living quality [15-17]. A large proportion of household income is taken by housing properties, and the high housing prices limit the access of city population to the good living environment [18]. The unequal resources distribution, inadequate regional development, and political issues significantly affect socio satisfaction [19, 20]. The economic limitation on access to housing should be properly dealing with so that policy to improve equity and equality in access to housing should be adopted [21].

2.3 Housing Prices in the Economy

Rapid urban development and growth has become a global issue [22] so that the increase in urban population is anticipated. Meanwhile, the economic growth is stimulated and employment
opportunities and a variety of services are provided [23]. New Zealand is experiencing a housing market boom [24]. The rapid growth in housing prices has driven household debt to a very high level. The booming also attracts a large amount of investment in this sector, and it also generates a large number of job opportunities. This sector contributes significantly to urban development. Moreover, the rapid development in this sector can also significantly affect other sectors such as material suppliers and financial services. For example, the rapid growth sector requires a lot of construction materials and frequent money transactions. Following the booming in this sector, the housing prices also have a great increase.

Although the booming contributes greatly to economic development and living standards, it is also likely to harm the economy in the long term and pose risks on the bank and financial sector. The booming sector pushes up the house prices that cause many problems including property bubble, unaffordable housing, waste of resources. The rapid development in the housing sector can attract more investment and resources into it, in the long run, this may hinder the development of other sectors. Moreover, the increasing housing prices, the easing of fiscal regulations, bank competition encourage mortgage growth. The far beyond fundamentals housing prices may cause distortions in the economy and financial risks, as the 2008 Financial Crisis. Evidence from the boom and bust cycles of the housing market in some advanced economies indicates that the boom market is always followed by a severe correction. A severe housing market correction could impose a raft of challenges for the financial system and broader economy as the banks are heavily exposed to housing with mortgages accounting for 55 percent of total assets [25].

2.4 The Influencing Factors of Housing Prices

Due to the complex relationships between socio-economic factors and housing prices, some variables are considered in this study to better estimate house prices. In fact, house prices are influenced by many factors. The aim of this study is not to comprehensively investigate all these indicators. In fact, there is no single agreement in the literature on a set of macro-economic indicators for predicting models of house prices [26]. It is beyond the scope of this study to discuss the impacts of all the fundamental factors on housing prices in New Zealand. Thus, the paper only incorporates three macro-economic indicators for in multiple linear regression model, namely mortgage rate, employment and population.

In [15], the findings indicate that housing prices are associated with population, employment rate, financial deepening, interest rate, and real income. Housing prices respond to the availability of mortgage loans and a change in mortgage rate, based on different empirical studies and research [27-30]. In [31], the study developed a model in which the mortgage rate, developers, and lenders interacted to produce the volatility in house prices. According to [32], the importance of understanding the fluctuations in house prices has been emphasized. As well, the close relationship between employment and housing prices has been revealed. The studies that supposedly identify the key determinants of house price volatility found that economic indicators such as employment, net migration and income growth can significantly impact house prices [33, 34]. In [35], a linkage between rises in population density and increasing levels of house prices was revealed. The findings are also supported by [36, 37]. Thus, the determinants of housing prices are sensitive to a country’s economic conditions and policy and should be examined within a specific macro-economic context. This means that it is necessary to investigate the determinants of housing prices in the New Zealand macroeconomic context.

2.4.1. Housing Prices

Because of the high proportion of home ownership in New Zealand, a large proportion of household wealth is associated with housing prices. The rise in housing prices also increases the balance sheet and borrowing and lending power of firms and individuals. This facilitates a general expansion in spending as well as an expansion in spending on the construction of appreciating buildings. However, a housing downturn also can affect the commercial property market by decreasing the value of land and buildings that commercial property developers might use as
collateral when borrowing [38]. The cheap and easy credit conditions have no effects on housing supply but will increase the demand for housing, thereby pushing up house prices. The rising housing prices will increase inflation and then impose upward pressure on interest rates and the exchange rate thus having a negative effect on exporters. This will introduce risks both to the economy and the financial system in New Zealand.

2.4.2. Mortgage Rate

The bank sector in New Zealand was heavily regulated and access to mortgage money was relatively limited before 1984 [39]. As the report tells, the mortgage terms and conditions were fairly stringently controlled by conservative restrictions on loan-to-value ratio (the ratio of the mortgage to the property value) and mortgage repayment to income (the ratio of mortgage repayment to gross income). Following the world-wide deregulation in bank sectors in the 1980s, credit constraints have been largely relaxed. Following this trend, residential mortgages account for a large proportion of lending portfolios. It is possible to consider that the mortgage rate can influence housing prices. However, the reality is that it usually influences only the younger buyers who require the loan to cover the purchase—but not the investors. The investment property market is more determined by the real interest rate. For example, the rise in mortgage rates makes first-time buyers delay their purchasing plan, but the rent growth encourages the investors to input more in residential properties.

2.4.3. Employment and Population

The employed people are those who during the reference week worked for one hour or more for pay or profit in the context of an employee/employer relationship or self-employment, worked without pay for one hour or more in work which contributed directly to the operation of a farm, business, or professional practice owned or operated by a relative, had a job but were not at work due to their own illness or injury, personal or family responsibilities, bad weather or mechanical breakdown, direct involvement in an industrial dispute, or on leave or on holiday [40].

Rising employment increases the demand for housing since those householders who are employed earn an increased income, which makes the purchase of property more affordable. Moreover, according to [41], employment is an indicator of the level of economic activity. Thanks to the presence of the increased employment, some households decide to purchase a house. At the same time, banks are also more than pleased to issue a new mortgage in this kind of context. All these factors induce a rise in demand for housing.

Population trends are usually considered as an important driver of housing price fluctuations as population change results in a changing demand for housing [42]. Rapid population growth increases the demand for housing, whilst the spending of an increased population might decrease the funds available for housing supply. Moreover, housing prices also influence the selection of residential location. In the long run, housing prices tend to follow the demand for, and the number of, dwellings in a particular area.

3. Research Methodology

3.1. Data

A time series is a set of observations obtained by measuring a single variable regularly over a period of time; the variable was observed at regular, known intervals over a certain length of time. Thus, the form of the data for a typical time series is a single sequence or list of observations representing measurements taken at regular intervals. There are two types of data applied in this study: house prices data and economic indicators. A total of four time series were employed in this study. The applied data series are: the indices of house prices in New Zealand, the mortgage rate indices, the employment, and the population indices. Quarterly data from 1989: Q4 to 2018: Q4 were obtained from Statistics New Zealand and the Reserve Bank of New Zealand. The sources are reasonable and reliable as they are statutory boards under the auspices of the New Zealand government. The home price index is seen as an efficient and accurate means of tracking changes in
residential property values over time. The analysis only focuses on New Zealand, as it displays a variety of volatility patterns and trend growth.

3.2. Forecasting Methods

There are two basic forecasting methods: qualitative methods and quantitative methods [43]. Qualitative methods are those that usually adopt subjectively experts’ opinions to predict future events. Since the assumption of forecasting is that the data pattern will persist in future, the changes in the data pattern will not be identified, thereby such changes are often predicted by qualitative methods. The commonly used qualitative forecasting techniques, judgmental forecasting methods, include subjective curve fitting, Delphi method, and technological comparisons [43, 44].

There are two main group quantitative forecasting methods—univariate models and causal models [45]. A univariate model usually utilizes the past values of a time series to predict their future values. A causal forecasting model is usually an endeavor to build a statistical model that describes the relationship between the predicted time series and the related variables. The causal model can identify the variables related to the predicted time series and evaluate the impacts on the series, but it is more difficult to develop than a univariate model, and the accuracy of prediction for the time series is highly dependent on the related variables.

3.3. ARIMA

The autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) method, developed by [46], is one of the most noted models for time series data prediction and is often used in econometric research [47]. The ARIMA method has been developed from the auto-regressive model (AR), the moving average model (MA) and the combination of the AR and MA, and the ARMA model, introduced in 1926, 1937, and 1938, respectively [48]. Compared with the early AR, MA, and ARMA models, the ARIMA model is more flexible in application and more accurate in the quality of the simulative or predictive results. According to existing literature, ARIMA is a high precision model for time series data.

The ARIMA model can approximately characterize the stochastic nature of the data with the aid of auto-correlation function and partial auto-correlation function, and discover the information, such as trend, random variation, periodic component, cyclic patterns and serial correlation. If a time series is generated from an ARIMA process, it should have some theoretical auto-correlation properties. Firstly, we should ensure that the analysis data is stationary. A stationary time series has the property that its statistical characters such as the mean and the auto-correlation structure are constant over time. After the series has been identified as stationary, it is appropriate to estimate its best fit AR and MA parameters according to its partial auto-correlation (PAC) function and auto-correlation (AC) function, respectively. The last step of model building is the diagnostic checking.

The research divides the time series into an estimation period and a validation period. The analysis develops a model on the basis of the observations in the estimation period and then tests it to see how well it works in the validation period. By undertaking the model to make predictions for points we already know (the points in the validation period), we get an idea of how well the model does at forecasting. Once we are satisfied that the model does an adequate job of forecasting, we can redefine the estimation period to include the validation cases, and then build the final model. In the ARIMA (p, d, q) model, p is the number of auto-regressive terms in AR processes, q is the number of lagged forecast errors in MA processes, d is the number of differences of the component [49]. It is convenient to express it in Equation (1); where φ indicating the p-th degree polynomials, θ indicating the q-th degree polynomials, B representing backward shift operator, d representing a non-negative integer.

\[
\phi(B)(1 - B)^d X_t = \theta(B)Z_t,
\]

3.4. Multiple Linear Regression Analysis

Regression analysis is a statistical methodology that relates a variable of interest (dependent variable) to one or more predictors (independent variables) [43]. The developed model can be used
to describe, predict, and control the dependent variable on the basis of the independent variables. Multiple linear regression is a widely used analysis method to build the relationship between dependent variables and several independent variables. The general model is expressed as in Equation (2); where \( \theta_i \) (i=1,2,…,n) indicating regression coefficients, \( \epsilon \) representing regression analysis error.

\[
Y = \theta_0 + \theta_1X_1 + \cdots + \theta_nX_n + \epsilon, \tag{2}
\]

Approaches to cost estimation based on statistics and linear regression analysis have been developed since the 1970s [45]. Regression analysis is a very powerful statistical tool that can be used as both an analytical and predictive technique in examining the contribution of potential new items to the overall estimate reliability, although it is not appropriate when describing non-linear relationships, which are multidimensional, consisting of a multiple input and output problem.

4. ARIMA model

4.1. Examination of Time Series Stationarity

At the outset it was suggested that all analyses be performed with the housing prices data from 1989: Q4 to 2014: Q4 so that the data from 2015: Q1 to 2018: Q4 could be used as a check on the validity of the model. Classical ARIMA models describe stationary time series. Thus, the first in ARIMA models is to determine whether the data series is stationary. A plot of the observed values of housing prices series can help to determine whether the data series is stationary. If the values seem to fluctuate with constant variation around a constant mean, it is reasonable to believe that series is stationary. The 101 house prices indices are plotted in Figure 1. It should be noticed from Figure 1 that the original values of the series is obviously with an upward trend, and thus it would seem that these values are non-stationary.

As the time series is non-stationary, a first difference of the non-stationary time series values can be used. Moreover, sample auto-correlation is used to determine whether the first differences series is stationary by observing the behavior of SAC. The SAC of the first difference house prices series is shown in Figure 2. It can be seen from Figure 2 that the SAC of the series values dies down fairly quickly, and then the series values should be considered stationary.

![Figure 1. A plot of the time series for the house price index](image-url)
4.2. Model Identification

Sample auto-correlation (SAC) and sample partial auto-correlation (SPAC) are usually adopted to identify the type of model from many Box-Jenkins models [43]. The SPAC of the time series values are shown in Figure 2. It should be noticed that after the first lag, the SPAC of the series values drop down very quickly, while the SAC of the series values decrease in a relatively steady fashion as shown in Figure 2. Therefore, it can be tentatively concluded that the time series values are described by the auto-regressive model of order 1.

4.3. Estimation

After having tentatively identified a model to describe the house prices series, it is time now to estimate the value of the model parameters. The least square estimate technique was used in ARIMA parameter estimation. The parameters of the ARIMA models are listed in Table 1. For the first order auto-regressive model there is no invertibility requirement, but it must satisfy the stationary condition that the absolute value of the auto-regressive parameter is less than 1. According to the $t$-value and sig-value, parameter of ARIMA (1, 1, 0) is the optimal model for housing prices in Auckland.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>$t$-value</th>
<th>sig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARIMA(1,1,0)</td>
<td>0.541</td>
<td>0.738</td>
<td>10.65</td>
<td>0.00**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARIMA(1,1,1)</td>
<td>0.545</td>
<td>$\varphi_1$=0.675</td>
<td>6.580</td>
<td>0.00**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARIMA(0,1,1)</td>
<td>0.433</td>
<td>$\theta_1$=-0.142</td>
<td>-1.016</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* parameter significant at 0.05 level

4.4. Diagnostic Checking

Analyzing the residuals obtained from the model in some manner is a good way to check the adequacy of an overall ARIMA model [43]. In this study, RSAC denote the sample auto-correlation function of the residuals and RSPAC denote the sample partial auto-correlation function of the residuals. The Box-Ljung statistic for the residuals is used to check the adequacy of the overall model. It is supposed that the modeling process can account for the relationship between the observations of the time series. If these relationships are all described by the model, the residuals should be unrelated, and thus the auto-correlations of the residuals should be small. The Q value of the ARIMA (1, 1, 0) is less than Chi-Square Q value (27.767 <28.869), identifying that the model is adequate.
4.5. Forecasting

After various diagnostics have been done to check the adequacy of the tentative model, it can be assumed that the ARIMA (1, 1, 0) for the house prices in Auckland is a qualified model. This also implies that the model can be used to forecast future time series values. In the previous section, the model is estimated on a sample of data from 1989: Q4 to 2014: Q4. In this section, the out-of-sample period is used (forecast: 2015: Q1 - 2018: Q4). The ARIMA model is a dynamic forecasting model so that lags are automatically obtained from previous forecasts. Table 4 presents a summary of out-of-sample forecasts of the ARIMA (1, 1, 0).

5. Multiple Regression Analysis

5.1. The General Multiple Linear Model

The multiple linear regression analysis employs more than one independent variable to build the relationship between dependent variable and independent variables. The particular variable that the study is interested in and modelled is called a dependent variable. A set of other variables that might be useful in predicting or modelling the dependent variable are the predictors or the independent variables. In this study the house prices are dependent variables and the employment, mortgage, and population are independent variables.

5.2. Multicollinearity Checking

Multicollinearity among independent variables tends to reduce the accuracy of the regression analysis results. Multicollinearity can be defined as being when the independent variables are related to each other and thus to some extent contribute redundant information for the description and prediction of the dependent variable can cause the t statistics to make individual independent variables look unimportant when they really are important [43]. The correlation analysis between the predictors can be used to test the seriousness of multicollinearity. The more significant correlation between the predictors is, the more severe the multicollinearity that exists. The correlation analysis is conducted by SPSS statistic package. The SPSS output of the correlation analysis is presented in Table 2. It also can be seen from Table 2, there is no strong correlation between the independent variables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Mortgage</th>
<th>Employment</th>
<th>Population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mortgage</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment</td>
<td>-0.005</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population</td>
<td>0.103</td>
<td>0.775</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3. Model Adequacy Testing

F-test is usually used to determine the independent variables or predictors which significantly influence the dependent variable. If the F parameter obtained from the model is greater than the corresponding point scale of F distribution, it is safe to conclude that at least one of the independent variables significantly influences the dependent variable. The F test result of the regression model is far greater than the corresponding point scale of F distribution (1002.636 > 2.76).

Therefore, the study can check the t-test further to decide which predictors are significant. If the t value of the parameter is greater than the corresponding point scale of t distribution, it is suggested that the parameter is significant. As the result shows in Table 3, all the parameters in the model are greater than the corresponding point scale of t distribution (1.96). Therefore, the study suggested that all the predictors are significant to the dependent variable.
5.4. Diagnostic Checking

Multiple linear regression requires the relationship between the dependent and independent variables to be linear. Only if the standard regression assumptions are held, are the results obtained by using a linear regression model valid. If the assumptions are violated, the results stated previously are not appropriate, and an application of them might cause serious problems. This linearity can be checked by some graphs or plots. The scatter plot about the house prices and employment, mortgage and population, respectively are shown in Figure 3. Note from Figure 3 that all the predictors are strictly linear related to house prices.

The residuals of the regression model are the difference between the observed values of the dependent variable and the estimated values of the dependent variable obtained by regression model. The residuals are assumed to be independently normal distributed with zero mean and constant variance. Examination of the residuals plots is a simple and effective way to check the assumptions. Residuals plots will present when violations in assumptions exist. If the histogram fits the normal distributed curve and the points scatter around the 45° tangent line in normal distributed probability plots, it can be concluded that the residual series are normal distributed. As is shown in Figure 4, the normal curve looks reasonably bell-shaped and symmetrical about zero and the points scatter around the 45° tangent line. It can be concluded that the normal distribution assumption approximately satisfies the house prices regression model.

Table 3. Multiple linear regression analysis results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictors</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>t-value</th>
<th>sig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>-2196</td>
<td>-35.73</td>
<td>0.00**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mortgage</td>
<td>-25.82</td>
<td>-6.441</td>
<td>0.00**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment</td>
<td>1.461</td>
<td>34.21</td>
<td>0.00**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population</td>
<td>75.68</td>
<td>6.709</td>
<td>0.00**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R^2$</td>
<td>0.969</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-test</td>
<td>1003</td>
<td>sig</td>
<td>0.00**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** parameter significant at 0.05 level

Figure 3. Linearity checking on variables
Forecasting property prices is an important task in much economic decision making. Multiple linear regressions technique can also be used for time series forecasting. This study will investigate the accuracy of performance multiple linear regressions (MLR) model for forecasting future house prices (from 2015: Q1 to 2018: Q4). Consider the regression model for house prices in Auckland; if the values of the three predictors during the forecasting period are known, the regression model can be used to predict Auckland’s house prices. The observed values of the house prices and the predictions of these values are shown in Table 4.

6. Models Comparison

The error measures such as RMSE, MAE, and MAPE obtained with ARIMA and multiple linear regression models are shown in Table 4. It can be seen from Table 4 that the ARIMA model performs better than the multiple linear regression model for the forecasting of house prices in Auckland. However, the advantage of the regression model is that it able to express the secular trend in a mathematical equation which allows objective extrapolation into past, present and future. ARIMA models were compared to select the most appropriate one. ARIMA (1, 1, 0) was found to be performing better than others.

Although the forecasting performance of the regression model is not as accurate as the ARIMA model, the regression model still provides more useful information about the relationship between house prices and some important economic indicators. As for the three important indicators in this study, the regression model explored that all three can significantly influence house prices in Auckland. That can be supported by the results of $F$ test and $t$ test. The regression model provides a framework to analyze the effects of exogenous influences and key policy decisions on house prices. According to the regression model, house prices in Auckland are determined positively by employment and population but they are negatively influenced by mortgage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error measures</th>
<th>ARIMA(1,1,0)</th>
<th>MLR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>196.8</td>
<td>226.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAE</td>
<td>168.5</td>
<td>220.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAPE</td>
<td>7.540</td>
<td>10.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7. Discussion and Conclusion

The housing sector has an essential role in sustainable urban development. The dynamics in housing prices can help in adjusting related policies to improve sustainable urban development. The prediction of housing prices provides clues to monitor the rapidly expanding sector and its impacts on the sustainability. In terms of social impact, the housing sector boom improves the living conditions and social standards of the public such as sufficient social housing, healthcare, sports and leisure facilities. However, the stretched housing valuation also increases household indebtedness, and thus decreases homeowners’ wealth and consumption capability. On the economic aspect, the rapid increase in housing prices led to the housing sector boom and the increased investment in property. The rapid increased investment in this sector may mislead the market, and thus misallocate resources. The mismanagement of resources causes significant losses every year. In fact, while the housing sector has made a great contribution to economic development, the building construction consumes numerous resources and produces waste and pollution. Although laws and regulations impose many constraints on the construction industry to minimize its environmental impact, a tool that provides a comprehensive assessment of the environmental impact is lacking. This may be an area for further studies.

The study evaluated two different statistical techniques for the forecasting of house prices in New Zealand. They both show satisfactory results for in-sample estimation, but the ARIMA model performed better in out-of-sample forecasting than regression analysis. Performance measures, namely root mean square error (RMSE), mean absolute error (MAE), and mean absolute percentage error (MAPE), have been adopted for comparison. The assessment of the ARIMA models indicated that the ARIMA (1, 1, 0) model produced better results in- and out-of-sample. This suggests that house prices might be characterized as the combination of a non-stationary stochastic growth component and a stationary cyclical component over the past two decades. Given the merits of the ARIMA method, property researchers and investors should incorporate this modeling technique to evaluate the national housing market. Central bank can apply the ARIMA technique on forecasting national house price inflation to evaluate the speculative bubbles.

Furthermore, a regression model is found to be useful in explaining the relationships between the housing prices in New Zealand and the macro-economic climate. This offers additional evidence of the close linkage between the economic conditions and housing prices. The regression model describes the relationship between the house prices in New Zealand and three economic indicators, namely mortgage rate, employment and population. The house prices interact with the three predictors, and thus a change of house prices can be traced through mortgage rate, employment and population. It is found that these three indicators have significant impacts on housing prices in New Zealand. The model also revealed the positive relationship between population and house prices.

This study contributes to urban administration by improving understanding of the movement of housing prices in New Zealand so that housing affordability policies can be adjusted to enhance sustainable development. The proposed forecasting method can help in monitoring housing prices to guide the housing market to orderly and reasonably allocate resources.
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